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Saudi Arabia’s booming cloud 
computing market in the spotlight, 
featuring an interview with Fahad 
AlTurief, Managing Director of Oracle

CITC issues update of regulatory 
framework for cloud services

New plan to provide 10 GHz for 
commercial spectrum use by 2025 and 
60,000 free Wi-Fi hotspots in Saudi 
cities

Saudi Arabia within the top 10 countries 
for mobile internet speed

Saudi Arabia’s first regulatory sandbox 
for delivery apps to support and sustain 
the growth of the local ecosystem

NEW THIS QUARTER:
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This quarter, CITC continued to meet the digital 
demands of citizens and businesses in the new 
and evolving reality brought about by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Every crisis has a silver 
lining. Throughout 2020, the Kingdom's inter-
net data consumption continued to grow, yet 
we still managed to rank in the top ten world-
wide for 4G mobile internet speed and in the 
top three for 5G mobile internet speed. We man-
aged to meet this demand thanks to large scale 
investments in the Kingdom’s digital infrastruc-
ture. To date we have deployed a total of 12,302 
5G towers across 51 cities in Saudi Arabia.

As part of our digital infrastructure develop-
ment strategy, CITC signed three strategic 
memoranda of understandings (MoUs) with 
Ericsson, Nokia, and Huawei to support the 
Kingdom's digital transformation and increase 
the participation of local companies in the 
sector.

In addition, we've announced our plan to 
provide an additional 10 GHz in spectrum alloca-
tion for commercial use and more than 60,000 
free public Wi-Fi hotspots across the country. 
The size of the ICT market in the Kingdom has 
reached nearly 70 billion Saudi Riyals. 
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OPENING REMARKS

Mohammed bin Saud Al-Tamimi,
Governor of the Communications
and Information Technology
Commission (CITC)

SPECIAL QUARTERLY FEATURE: CLOUD COMPUTING

2020 has also been a pivotal year for the postal 
sector. It is clear that e-commerce and delivery 
apps are and will continue to be an essential 
enabler and accelerator for market growth and 
development. In Q4, we launched the world’s 
first regulatory sandbox for delivery applica-
tions. One of the major goals of the sandbox is 
to improve the postal  sector by creating the 
optimal regulatory framework for delivery apps 
operating in the Kingdom. The sandbox 
provides a safe space for companies to test 
their apps before bringing them to the local 
market. Apps will be assessed on their quality 
of customer service, business models, legality, 
and customer service.

All things considered, in the wake of the 
pandemic there are opportunities for bold 
action, innovation, and recovery. CITC is com-
mitted to making the most of this moment and 
we look forward to 2021 with hope. Hope that 
together we can build a stronger and safer 
digital future.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CITC issued a revision of the regulatory framework for cloud 
services. The new regulations reduce the compliance burden on cloud service 
providers (CSPs) and enhance the statutory protection a�orded to them to create 
an attractive environment for major international players in the ICT sector. 

CITC also unveiled an ambitious new plan to provide an additional 10 GHz 
for commercial spectrum use by 2025 and 60,000 free Wi-Fi 
hotspots in cities across Saudi Arabia. This comes as part of CITC’s commitment 
to providing world-class technology to Saudi citizens and residents.

This quarter, mobile and fixed internet data consumption continued 
on an upward trajectory. The Kingdom’s data consumption surge is largely 
attributed to the growth in the number of smartphone users, increase in data 
usage during the COVID-19 pandemic, and the availability of a�ordable unlimited 
data packages.

In December 2020, Saudi Arabia ranked 7th for 4G mobile internet 
speed and 4th for average 5G mobile internet speeds globally. The 
world's fastest 5G peak download speed was recorded by Saudi 5G users surpass-
ing South Korea by 11%, in the second place.

In the postal sector, Saudi Arabia recorded 21.5 million shipments in 
Q4. To better regulate and supervise the postal and delivery sector, CITC 
launched Saudi Arabia’s �rst regulatory sandbox for delivery applications. 
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TOP FIVE DIGITAL POINTS IN Q4 2020
4 million TB  of mobile internet data consumed

3 million TB of fixed broadband data consumed

Saudi Arabia within the top 10 countries for mobile internet speed

12 5G towers deployed across more than 51 cities

21.5 million total postal shipments, up from 18.8 million in Q3
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Cloud Computing is the use of a scalable and 
elastic pool of shareable physical or virtual 
resources (such as servers, operating 
systems, networks, software, applications, 
and storage equipment) with self-service 
provisioning and administration on-demand.

What is cloud computing?
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FEATURE: CLOUD 
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This quarter, CITC conducted an extensive report on the regulatory state of cloud computing 
internationally. The report identifies the key advantages and challenges in the cloud computing field, 
citing examples from regulatory bodies around the world. 

Countries and regions surveyed for the reports on 
the state of cloud computing worldwide

Leading cloud computing research

The report highlights the di�erent types of cloud, the di�erent services they bring, data protection 
policies, cloud first strategies, regulatory frameworks and government cloud models.

Companies in the cloud ecosystem are 
grouped into five clusters

Cloud mega-platforms

Cloud-centric infrastructure 
and connectivity

Multi-cloud integration and 
management platforms

Industry platforms

App-centric platforms

Broadband infrastructure

E-government initiatives

Cloud-first policies 

Investments by telecom operators

G-cloud policies

United Kingdom

United States

South Korea

Japan

Belgium Netherlands Luxembourg

Saudi Arabia Bahrain

Germany Nordics

Benelux

European Union Australia

Key drivers a�ecting
cloud adoption
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In December 2020, CITC issued a revised version of its regulatory framework for cloud services 
which was initially published in February 2018.

The updated regulations reduce the compliance burden on cloud service providers (CSPs) and 
enhance the statutory protection a�orded to them. The regulations also boost CITC’s commit-
ment to creating an environment conducive to digital innovation and to attract foreign investment 
from key players in the ICT sector.

Saudi Arabia’s cloud computing 
regulatory framework 3.0

Support the delivery of 
more market leading, 
cost e�cient and fully 
scalable IT services 
which also stands to 
benefit Saudi business-
es generally, and in 
particular SMEs

Act as a catalyst for 
increased invest-
ment in the Saudi 
ICT sector in line 
with the Kingdom's 
e�orts to realise 
Vision 2030

The revised regulatory framework will 
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Interview with Fahad AlTurief

What is your outlook on cloud 
adoption in Saudi Arabia and 
globally?
There are several trends pushing 
businesses, across all industries 
in Saudi Arabia and around the 
world, toward cloud computing. 

The explosion of data created by an increasing 
number of digitalized businesses is pushing the 
cost and complexity of data center storage to new 
levels, demanding new skills and analytics tools 
from IT. As per IDC’s annual CIO survey, it is 
estimated that over 25% of enterprises in Saudi 
Arabia have plans to deploy a mix of 
on-premises/dedicated private clouds, multiple 
public clouds, and legacy platforms to meet their 
infrastructure needs. In line with rapid expansion 
of cloud in Saudi Arabia, Oracle has announced 
Jeddah as its regional cloud computing 
headquarters. Now, our customers and partners 
will have access to all Oracle Cloud services, 
including Oracle’s Autonomous Database and 
Oracle Autonomous Linux, as well as Oracle Cloud 
Applications, to unlock innovation and drive 
business growth.

Will the pandemic-related increase in data 
consumption continue post-COVID?
The global pandemic has certainly accelerated 
cloud-led digital transformation as organizations 
were forced to switch to remote working, had to 
identify new ways to serve customers, drive cost 
e�ciencies and, most importantly, build a resilient 
and agile business model that can adapt quickly to 
disruptions. 
Gartner estimates that the worldwide end-user 
spending on public cloud services is forecast to 
grow 18.4% in 2021 to a total of $304.9 billion, up 
from $257.5 billion in 2020. The proportion of IT 
spending that is shifting to the cloud is expected 
to accelerate in the aftermath of the COVID-19 
crisis. This modern data storage system is 
projected to make up 14.2% of the total global 
enterprise IT spending market in 2024, up from 
9.1% in 2020.
In Saudi Arabia, there was already a strong focus 
on upgrading the nation’s tech accessibility and 
capability to boost the economy (the Ministry of 
Communications and Information Technology 
unveiled a cloud first policy in 2019). The e�ects of 
the global pandemic have accelerated and 
validated the government’s e�orts.
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How has Saudi Arabia’s current cloud comput-
ing regulatory environment enabled the 
market’s growth?
Technology is evolving at a rapid pace and cloud 
computing is at the heart of all emerging tech 
such as artificial intelligence, the Internet of 
Things and machine learning. By creating a cloud 
computing regulatory framework that provides 
clear guidance to service providers, customers, 
government entities, and enterprises, Saudi 
regulatory authorities, like CITC, have played a 
major role in supporting the growth of the local 
cloud computing market. CITC’s guidelines have 
assured that organizations adopt these 
technologies and that Saudi Arabia’s digital 
infrastructure can supporting the rapid cloud 
uptake in the Kingdom. 

What greater role can small and medium enter-
prises (SMEs) play in the local cloud market? 
Traditionally, mid-sized businesses used to live in 
the shadow of their larger counterparts when it 
came to technology and best practices as they 
lacked the budgets needed to implement the 
latest technologies. Cloud computing has 
dramatically changed this by creating a level 
playing field wherein SMEs can have equal access 
to the latest technology and all its benefits. 
‘Oracle for startups’ is a unique acceleration 
program that enables mutually beneficial 
business-building partnerships for startups, our 
customers, and Oracle. It starts with free cloud 
and expands to a rich collaboration that brings 
opportunities to engage with Oracle’s vast 
network of mentors, product experts, and 
customers. Together we're creating a virtuous 
cycle of innovation. Tech startups in Saudi Arabia 
that are part of this program are already showing 
the way.

How can cloud computing services support the 
Kingdom’s major economic diversification goals 
under Vision 2030?
Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030 stresses the need to 
establish a knowledge-based digital economy, 
powered by the latest IT technologies. Cloud 
computing therefore plays a vital role in 
supporting the Kingdom’s economic 
diversification. Besides helping drive cost 
e�ciencies, enhance agility, provide robust 
cybersecurity and make processes faster, 
cloud-led digital transformation will help 
organizations innovate and deliver newer services 
across diverse sectors that will act as catalysts for 
economic success. 
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Vice President of Oracle Technology and Managing Director of Oracle Saudi Arabia



TELECOM MARKET 
TRENDS
Data consumption

of mobile internet 
data consumed

of mobile internet 
data consumed 
daily per person

Mobile data consumption continues to grow

This growth can be attributed to three market trends

A�ordable 
unlimited 
mobile internet 
data packages 

High growth in the 
number of smart-
phone users, including 
in rural areas

Increase in average 
data usage per 
smartphone during 
the 2020 pandemic

Key highlights in Q4 2020:

TB 920 MB4
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Key highlight this quarter

Fixed broadband data consumption also on the rise

of fixed broadband 
data consumed

3 million TB
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The average mobile internet download speed stood at 109 Mbps by the end of Q4 – a 117% 
year-on-year increase.

STC placed first for mobile internet average download speed, with 118 Mbps. Zain and Mobily came 
in the second and third places with 107 Mbps and 88 Mbps, respectively.

Mobile internet speed and ranking

Mobile

10th
country globally 
for mobile internet 
speeds

2nd
country among 
G20 for mobile 
internet speeds 

109
average mobile internet 
download speed 

Mbps

118
Mbps

107
Mbps

88
Mbps

Top service providers by mobile internet average speed

57.6 59.24
54.13 55.71

62.05
66.54

71.73
77.55 76.37

84.64

99.34

109.48

January February March April May June July August September October November December

Mobile internet speed in 2020 (Mbps)

Source: Speedtest
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Mobile download internet speed in G20 
countries in 2020

Average mobile download speeds in many 
G20 countries dropped at some point 
during 2020. Despite the drops, almost all 
G20 countries saw higher average mobile 
internet download speeds in December 
2020 relative to January 2020. The 
average mobile internet download speed 
increased 76.3% in China, 62.8% in Germa-
ny, 56.9% in the US, 55.5% in South Korea. 
Over the same period, average internet 
speed increased by 48% in Saudi Arabia, 
which started from a higher level than 
most countries. 
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Saudi Arabia has consistently ranked second 
among the G20 nations for fastest mobile 
internet speed this year. As a global leader in 
this field, the Kingdom maintains its position 
as seventh in the world in December, with an 
average download speed of 109 Mbps and an 
average upload speed of 21 Mbps.  

Source: Speedtest
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Fixed broadband

133
Mbps

102
Mbps

78
Mbps

Source: Speedtest
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All G20 countries saw higher average fixed broadband download speeds in Q4 2020 than they had 
in Q1 2020. 

Fixed broadband internet speed in 2020 (Mbps)

Fixed download internet speed 
in G20 countries in 2020

Top service providers by fixed broadband speed 

Looking at the fixed broadband speed by 
provider, Zain came in the first place with a fixed 
broadband speed of 133 Mbps. Integrated 
Telecom Company (ITC) and Mobily came in the 
second and third places with 102 Mbps and 78 
Mbps, respectively.
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CITC announced plans to dramatically increase the national spectrum 
available over the next five years, at the “Radio Spectrum for IMT-2020 
and Beyond: Fostering Commercial and Innovative Use” webinar that took 
place in December 2020.

The event, hosted by CITC and the International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU), had a wide participation of dozens industry experts from over 
20 countries. The speakers gave their thoughts on the latest spectrum 
innovations and opportunities for policy makers to over 5,000 virtual 
attendees.

The doubling of commercial spectrum aims to improve radio spectrum 
management and enable its commercial and innovative use in the King-
dom. The new outlook for commercial and innovative use of radio spec-
trum will also benefit telecom companies, as it will improve speeds and 
services especially for mobile networks.

In 2020, 5,358 new 5G towers were deployed across the country bring-
ing the total to 12,302 5G towers by Q4. This number is set to grow as the 
allocation of spectrum for commercial uses continues to increase, as 
does the demand for 5G services. 

TELECOM 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
DEPLOYMENT
CITC to provide 10 GHz for commercial 
spectrum use by 2025

5G deployment sees significant 
acceleration in 2020

12more 
than  thousand 51
5G towers deployed 
across more than

cities in Saudi Arabia 
by the end of 2020
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In line with CITC’s commitment to develop world-class digital infrastructure, more than 60,000 
free Wi-Fi hotspots were provided in public locations across Saudi Arabia in the coming years. 

The initiative includes free access to the public Wi-Fi network for each service provider for up to 
two hours per day in a number of Saudi cities.  

Free Wi-Fi will be accessible across:

Hospitals Malls Public parks Two Holy Mosques

CITC provided 60,000 free Wi-Fi 
hotspots in Saudi cities in collaboration 
with service providers
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Top service providers by 5G internet speed  

342
Mbps

338
Mbps

220
Mbps

In terms of 5G internet service providers, STC came in the first place with a 5G internet speed 
of 342.35 Mbps. Zain and Mobily landed in the second and third places with 338.12 Mbps and 
220.86 Mbps, respectively.
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POSTAL 
SERVICES 
MARKET 
TRENDS

International
shipments

Local
shipments

%59
%41
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Breakdown of total
shipments in Q4 2020

million total postal 
shipments

21.5



The sandbox will provide a safe space for companies to test their apps as they bring them to 
market. They will be assessed on their quality or service, business models, legality and customer 
service.

Why a sandbox?
The sandbox aims to support, strengthen, and sustain the growth of the delivery apps ecosystem 
This shall also lead to protecting the di�erent parties of the ecosystem which are represented in 
the delivery applications, consumers, producers, and drivers.

The regulator is able to test the regula-
tory practices before o�cially adopting 
them

Regulations Agility

Investment Stimulation

Beneficiaries Protection

Innovation Support
Investors are able to leverage the 
innovative business models under the 
umbrella of regulatory entities

Beneficiaries are able to obtain 
services in an environment that 
guarantees their rights

Entrepreneurs are able to create 
new and agile business models

Available in Saudi Arabia with a valid com-
mercial registration and a business model  
approved by CITC

Ready in terms of technical integration with 
CITC and are ready for the testing stage 

Reached a threshold of performance in 
terms of the number and value of orders

Who can be part of it?
The sandbox is available for delivery apps that are:

طلبك الحالي

10 - 15 دقيقة

مســار

مسار الطلب

الطلب

في الطريق اآلن

قائمة الطعام

طلبك الحالي

10 - 15 دقيقة

مســار

مسار الطلب

الطلب

في الطريق اآلن

قائمة الطعام

Regulatory sandbox for delivery 
applications
CITC launched the world's first regulatory sandbox for 
delivery applications in April 2020. The initiative is part 
of the Commission’s mandate to regulate and super-
vise the postal sector, which includes the licensing and 
regulation of delivery apps operating in the Kingdom.

The main objective of CITC’s regulatory sandbox is to 
support, enable, and sustain the growth of Saudi 
Arabia’s delivery app ecosystem, for the benefit of all 
sector stakeholders, including consumers, producers, 
and delivery drivers.
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CITC signs MoUs with Ericsson, Nokia, Huawei to 
support digital transformation and provide training

Localize technologies in accordance with 
leading global practices in information 

and communication technology

Support the Kingdom's 
digital transformation 

The MoUs also include synergy in dealing with global organizations of telecommunica-
tions standards, as well as holding training courses for CITC's employees. Furthermore, 
the companies will engange in international workshops, and organize training programs 
in the latest technologies, including artificial intelligence and cloud computing.

Othe 12th of December, CITC signed three memoranda of understandings (MoUs) with 
international telecoms- Ericsson, Nokia and Huawei.

CORPORATE 
QUARTERLY 
UPDATES

The MoUs aim to: 
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Internet service 
provider (ISP)

58
Short message 
services (SMS)

32

Fixed service provider 
with infrastructure

Facilities-based 
telecommunications 
services

2 3

Global Mobile Personal 
Communications services 
(GMPCS)

2

Internet services on airplanes 
in the Saudi airspace

1
loT-VNO services

2
Mobile services 
onboard of aircrafts

1

Broadband satellite 
services

1

Monitoring Service Provider 
registrations 

23

Call center Service 
Provider registrations 

42

VSAT system 
communications services

16

Infrastructure 
wholesale services

3
Carrier Service 
Provider (CSP)

2

Mobile Virtual 
Telecommunications services

2

Operation system and 
networks of GMPCS

2

Digital certification 
services

2

 Active licenses in Q4130

CITC  LICENSES
 & Registrations

19 LICENSES

Active Registrations in Q4  188

Cloud Computing Service 
Providers Registrations.

11
Tracking Service 
Provider registrations

112
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